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About This Game

"Treasure of blizzard" is a fantasy themed eroge visual novel inspiring with beautiful arts and interesting game characters. The
fate of the protagonist completely depends on your choice. Probably your character may meet his partner in life; however he

may also meet the end of his life. You’re the ones to choose.

 Game features:

 Based on the original story in a Fantasy World

 Two girls to start a relationship (and one neko character)

 10 alternate endings

 24 CG (contain ecchi ero art) + 9 new H CG(16+)

 Estimated Gameplay Length: 4-10 hours

 Available for Windows, Mac, and Linux

 High replay value
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 - Activate 'Demon Vision' from the settings to see through their clothes!

The young officer is transferred to the capital where he is supposed to be under 24/7 control of the Emperor’s people as a sign
of loyalty towards his mutinous father. It’s ironic that the young officer is convoyed by his Childhood friend, Lin. Now she’s

serving as one of the Emperor’s guardian and each mission will be valuable for her career. However first, these two have to get
over the Mountain Pass and here is a rumor stating the mystical things happen in that place.

 Characters :

•Lin
She is a childhood friend of the protagonist who is convoying him to the capital city. She is afraid of ghosts. She loves money

very much. Her family is one of the main authorities of the Empire. Her mother is originally from the Western realms. Lin
inherited her color of the hair because of her mother’s origins. And Lin was bullied because of that color. She joined the

guardians after Kang had joined the border troops.

•Mei
She is a tavern-lady who runs a guesthouse in the wilderness of the mountains. Kang sees a blue flower on her head and nobody
else sees that flower. Sometimes, when she gets angry her eyes began shining. She loves gamble-games, and, most of all, she is

mad about the game that was explained to her by some guest who was passing by that place.

•Shan
She is the leader of the werewolves and she is a cold white she-wolf. There are rumors about her people that spread among the

humans. Most of the rumor is filled with fear but nobody knows anything for sure.

•Kang
His mother passed away when he was quite little. So he has vague memories about her. Kang used to play with Lin during the

days of their childhood. When he was saved from the witch by a swordsman, Kang decided to be a warrior. However Kang was
escorted to the capital because the Emperor was in rage so that the ruler could threaten to Kang’s father.

He loves drinking. He often crosses the line drinking really too much.
There is a pendant on his neck that was presented by his mother.

- Activate 'Demon Vision' from the settings to see through their clothes! In the new update, we've added ecchi elements. 16+
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Title: Treasure of a Blizzard
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Flaming Firefly
Publisher:
Flaming Firefly
Release Date: 6 Oct, 2016
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Extremely disappointed because this is exactly the kind of games I like but due to a stupid no-teleport moving system it's a puke-
fest for my wife an I. We both were expecting a good time and got NOTHING GOOD for the money spent!. The complexity of
this game is too high.
There are moments that pass almost unreal without some luck.
Sometimes it scares out terribly, but when you pass, you get a lot of fun, probably this is the main reason to continue the game.
Most likely, I'll say this game, yes). Pretty fun game, I don't write a ton of reviews for games and since this game is fairly new I
thought I'd contribute a review.

I played this with my girlfriend and another couple last night, lots of "freak out" screaming was had by the girls while the bears
ran around chasing us haha.

We played through all the current levels in arena and got decently far in the coop mode. I suspect with time this game will have
some cool updates for maps, and abilities etc.

I think it would be cool if they made it so you could play one of the bears and chase your friends around :). Great voice acting..
First game i ever bought, boxed in 5\u00bc inch floppy disks and ran it on my first PC an AMD 80286-16 Mhz.

There is no manual with the Steam version though the original boxed release had a fairly comprehensive booklet.

Some key mappings - haven't found all of it

Arrow keys - flight direction controls

Numpad 2,4,6,8 - same as above

Numpad 1,3,7,9 - camera views. Left view show landing gear indicator and other instruments. Right view shows
damage status panel.

Keypads 4,5,6,8- camera views

Numpad +\/- - engine throttle

F3 & F4 - decrease or increase flaps by 1 increment

G - toggle landing gear

C - toggle between Map and radar

\/ - afterburners

DOS start menu control

Up \/ Down - moves cursor within sections

+ \/ - - moves cursor between sectionsGameplay very slow about 15 fps but physics very accurate for an old sim;
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plane has weight and inertia. Incomplete sound effects and no music when played with modern onboard sound
chips.

No worth it as a single purchase but in a bundle at 50% off then it's ok because you also get Falcon 4.0. All the
Falcon series by Spectrum Holobyte set the benchmark in F-16 flight sims at their respective original time of
release.

Recommended only for collectors or flight sim enthusiasts. 5\/10 for gameplay, 3\/10 for graphics. It is a lovely
cheep game but I think it should show the replay at the end of the round.. This is hands down the best
multiplayer game you can play on VR. There are no "Experts" here. There is no issue of people who have
insanely fast reflexes. Why? Your body is the controller. You can grip the gun with one or two hands. You
actually hold the gun up to your face to snipe. You lean down to crouch. All VR headsets have microphoens built
in, so everyone has voice chat by default. This is the golden age of PC multiplayer gaming brough back to life.
Here are a few of my favorite stories so far.

#1 accidentally dropped my grenade right after pulling the pin. Guy next to me screams, I shout alahuakbar and
we both die.

#2 Accidentally drop my gun because someone ran around a corner and startled me. I attempted to punch them
to-death (you can't do that) and he laughed so hard that he dropped HIS gun. Which I picked up and killed him
with.

#3 I discovered that making funny noises at people through the microphone right as they come around a corner
will sometimes startle them enough to make them drop their gun so I can kill them.

#4 when you crouch in real life you crouch in the game. So I kept crouching around corners with a knife
frantically trying to slice up people with guns.

Buy this. Have fun. Its amazing.
. The game might not work correctly, but it's quite fun to played after all. Not only that, I got it for only 12% of
it's true price!
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Motorstorm: The Clone Version

Yes, this is basically the copy of Motorstorm or if you will, an off-road version of Burnout. Now I know what you think - those
are some big names you are dropping - and I am, this game undeniably has that moment-to-moment "fun" factor of the
aftermentioned games. You have the boost meter, ramps to catch big air, and glorious crashes. Also, ignore the negative reviews
that are complaining how this isn't the same game as the first 1NSANE game, that game was more a crashfest and kind of an
Unreal Tournament but with cars. This is clearly a different game, a proper racing game in the veins of Burnout/Motorstorm
and there is nothing wrong with it.

There are 4 surroundings for the numerous maps, Europe, America, Africa and the Antartica and the bunch of game modes,
usual variations of the classic racing, gate/checkpoint hunting, and catching the flag. The career mode is classic stuff, you
compete in many races, win points, use that points to unlock small upgrades for your car and at certain points you unlock new
cars. Speaking of cars there are a few categories like dune buggies, SUVs, 4x4 trucks, big rigs and monster trucks. The music is
ok, just ok, nothing special just usual rock themes appropriate for high-speed furious racing.

This game definitely surprised me with its quality. It is one of those games that are definitely, good but not AAA good. So
maybe just A? It is a category almost lost in the industry. Today we only have expensive AAA games and small indie ones. Do I
recommend this game? Hell yes. If you are a fan of Burnout, Motorstorm, maybe even ATV Offroad Fury games - get this gem
right now.. WHERE ARE MY TRADING CARDS?. All I am going to say is " Arcade Poop " DO NOT BUY!!!!. I got it for
$10, and it's definitely worth it. It's part exploration, part hack and slash, and part simple puzzle solving. Hours of addicting
game play, no real grinding(that I've experienced so far), and for how simple it is it really is in depth. If you like simple RPGs,
you'll love it.. It works, the multiplayer works, it's free, it's pretty okay.. If you are into nes games, this is the game for you! I
just got this game and it's been so fun so far it's so addicting.. Awesome level designs which are halloween themed, controller
support and epic bosses.. very god game looking foward to number 2. Imagine a game where you have a very pleasant orchestral
collection and the occasional choir. Then that game added a dubstep DLC with similar tunes. Then imagine that it played those
two things back to back because some idiot thought they mixed well.

They did not.. It's finally in full release.
Tons of fun although the story texts are too long, a little disruptive and not half as cool as the phrases from the movies.
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